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SANDY LANE, CEIBA

Saint James, Barbados

Ceiba is aptly named after some of the trees that populate the lush tropical garden which surround this one-

of-a-kind Barbados vacation hideaway. Ideally located on the Sandy Lane Estate this wonderful four-

bedroom villa is perfect for families travelling to Barbados for a little rest and relaxation. Set on over an

acre of full enclosed tropical gardens, Ceiba has create an ideal escape to enjoy the fresh air, bright sun,

and beaches of Barbados.

This tastefully decorated villa comprises four air-conditioned bedrooms. There are two bedrooms on the

lower level which share a large bathroom with an additional powder room for guests to use. The master

bedroom is located on the top floor and features an ensuite bathroom and private balcony which overlooks

the pool and garden area, perfect for a morning coffee or to read a book and watch the sunset across the

West Coast. The fourth bedroom is in the attached self-contained guest cottage which features its own

kitchenette, bathroom and entrance which can be accessed from the pool side of the house.

Ceiba is fully air conditioned throughout with additional ceiling fans house creating a lovely space to relax

and cool down after a day at the Sandy Lane Beach Club. The open plan living/dining area is tastefully

furnished and flows naturally onto the large, covered terrace suitably equipped for outdoor dining and a

refreshing pool for those who want to take an afternoon dip.

Guests staying at Ceiba can enjoy the complimentary Chaise Beach Loungers and Umbrellas available at

Sandy Lane Property Owners Facilities on Sandy Lane Beach as well as use of the onsite bar and facilities.

Our concierge can also arrange a myriad of activities for you and your family to enjoy while in Barbados,

from a trip to Animal Flower Cave in St. Lucy to explore the cave and enjoy a traditional Bajan lunch to

surfing lessons at Drill Hall Beach, our teams’ goal is to make your holiday one you will never forget.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $975 US /night 

Yes
Name:

Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  4

Bathrooms:  4

Listed:  15 Feb 2023
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